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This brought to Keen and me some assistance from the
United States in the person of Hal OTlaherty from the New
York staff. Always a first-class newspaper man, OTlaherty
later became London correspondent of the New York Sun,
and later Stockholm correspondent of the Chicago Daily
News, until promoted long after the war to be foreign editor
of the News, with headquarters in Chicago.
I had left the office in London late, with OTlaherty hold-
ing the fort for the remainder of the night, and had reached
the gate of my rented villa at Harrow-on-the-Hill, when
searchlights began to converge in the sky above me. I heard
the whir of propellers. Suddenly a pin-point of intense light
punctured the dark sky above, dilating rapidly and sending
forth a streamlet of fire racing down the back of a giant
Zeppelin, now plainly visible in its own light. The monster
was up perhaps five thousand feet, its propellers whirring,
and its underslung gondolas showing black underneath the
massive gas-bag.
The fire in an instant had waterfalled from the top down
the side, until from back to belly the great ship stood there
enveloped in flame like a huge glowing cigar.
The pyrotechnic display was accompanied by a roar like
the waters of Niagara, and the countryside was alight. While
fire ate the oiled fabric from the ship's ribs, showing them
yellow, skeleton-like, the craft seemed to remain motionless,
a spectacle of war for tens of thousands of eyes which must
have been watching for it from the earth.
Then it began to twist like a burning worm. A large gon-
dola dropped off, hurtling down like a meteor shedding a tail
of sparks. I thought I saw men jump from this gondola, black
forms separating themselves from it as it fell.
The thing that had been a huge engine of war a moment
before was now a twisted falling mass. The spectacle and the

